
AN ANALYSIS OF RALPH AND PIGGY IN THE MOUNTAIN IN LORD OF

THE FLIES BY WILLIAM GOLDING

and find homework help for other Lord of the Flies questions at eNotes. Why does Ralph go with Jack up the mountain
in Lord of the Flies by William Golding? Jack and Ralph are two of the older boys in Lord of the Flies by William Golding,
2 educator answers; What are some of Piggy's character traits, and what are.

A small six-year-old boy whose face is half-covered by a red birthmark stands hesitantly to request the conch.
A powerful symbol of human civilization, the fire is a marker of the imposition of human industry on wild,
untamed nature; the boys' inability to maintain the fire indicates the waning possibility of both rescue and
maintaining civilized order on the island. Once Ralph becomes prey, he realizes that he is an outcast "Cos I
had some sense" â€” not just common sense but a sense of his identity as a civilized person, a sense of the
particular morality that had governed the boys' culture back home. At the word fire, Jack immediately takes
over the group, leading a charge up the mountain to start a fire. Ralph tries to remind everyone that they were
only playing a game. Having started with a schoolboy's romantic attitude toward anticipated "adventures" on
the island, Ralph eventually loses his excitement about their independence and longs for the comfort of the
familiar. Excited, they reenact the chase among themselves with a boy named Robert playing the boar. Even
more importantly, he is a cynic who can do nothing to comfort the others, instead instilling in them a sense of
fatalism. At this point, Jack interjects and insists that they need an army to hunt the pigs. The effects of
abandonment are visible in the boys' attire: the sunburned children have put on clothing once more, while the
choir is more disheveled, having abandoned their cloaks. Suddenly, one of the trees catches on fire, and one of
the boys screams about snakes. Despite Piggy's clear thinking and appraisal of their situation, his contentious
manner and rude dismissal of the younger boys unfortunately causes his ideas to be dismissed. Jack snatches
the glasses from Piggy, who can barely see without them. It is here that Ralph best demonstrates his
superiority for leadership, displaying the most calm of any of the characters and encouraging the others to be
confident in their rescue. Piggy, meanwhile, is thrilled to see Jack go, and Simon suggests that they all return
to the mountain to search for the beast. They get the fire going once more. He scolds the other boys for their
lack of foresight in not first building shelters for the approaching night before racing up the mountain in
defiance of Ralph. In this scene, Golding implies that every individual, however strong his or her instinct
toward civilization and order, has an undeniable, innate drive toward savagery as well. Golding uses Piggy's
advice as foreshadowing: failure to heed Piggy, however absurd he may sound, leads to dire consequences.
Also like a democratic system, the makeshift government on the island sparks debate and dissent. Ralph blows
the conch to call the other boys back to assembly and describes the results of the exploration. In the face of
this news, Ralph attempts to first blame Piggy for not keeping better track of the little boys and then to
convince himself and the others that the little ones might have just gone back to the platform. He explains that
they are on an uninhabited island. As he looks out at the vast expanse of water, he feels that the ocean is like
an impenetrable wall blocking any hope the boys have of escaping the island. Ralph tells the boys that their
goal while stranded shall be twofold: one, they should try to ensure their rescue, and two, they should try to
have fun. At this point, probably none of themâ€”except possibly Jack and Rogerâ€”would go so far as to
actually carry out such a plan. The boys fall into an anxious silence. We may also note the introduction in this
chapter of the "beastie," or as it is later known, the "beast.


